.     LIFE AND DEATH IN LONDON	yj
The increase of buildings in London has for several yeaisbeen the subject
of general observation. It deserves particular notice that it is derived from the
increase of luxury, an evil, which, while it flatters, never fails to destroy. It
has been shown from authentic accounts that the decrease of the lower
people in London and Middlesex has kept pace with the increase of buildings.
The annual deaths alone in the Bills of Mortality have for many years been
decreasing, and are now 6,000 per annum less than they were fifty years ago.
In particular it is observable with respect to London within the City Walls,
that though always filled with houses, the births and burials, and conse-
quently the inhabitants, have decreased one half. The just account must be
that those who cannot now satisfy themselves without whole houses, or
perhaps two or three houses ... used formerly to be satisfied with lodgings
or with parts of houses.4
A decrease in the death-rate is taken as a proof of a decline in the
population, and a less crowded manner of living is an increase of
luxury.
The luxury theory irritated Johnson's sound common sense; when
Goldsmith expatiated 'on the common topick that the race of our
people was degenerating and that this was owing to luxury*, he
doubted the fact and denied the cause, *for Sir, consider to how very
small a proportion of our people luxury can reach.., . Luxury, so far
as it reaches the poor, will do good to the race of people; it will
strengthen and multiply them*.
The census proved what Price's opponents had maintained, that the
population of England had increased during the eighteenth century,
slowly at first, and rapidly after 1780, and that of London had done the
same, though owing to the more rapid increase of the industrial north,
at a slower rate than the country as a whole. The population for the
eighteenth century was calculated, not from the Bills of Mortality, but
from the parish registers of baptisms, on the assumption that these bore
the same relation to the total population that they did in 1801. On this
basis it was estimated that the population of London (including five
parishes not within the Bills: Marylebone, St Pancras, Paddington,
Kensington and Chelsea) was 674,500 in 1700, 676,750 in 1750, as
compared with the 900,000 of the census returns of 18oi.5 If the parishes
without the Bills are omitted, the slight increase between 1700 and 1750
disappears, and there is actually a decrease of 9,000, While Westminster

